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Abstract-As a part of our teams' efforts in developing ultra-high
resolution PET systems, this paper investigates the performance
of 1 mm resolution Cadmium Zinc Telluride (CZT) detectors
capable of positioning the 3-D coordinates of individual 511 keY
photon interactions. The detectors are 40 mm x 40 mm x 5 mm
monolithic CZT crystals that employ a novel cross-strip readout
with interspersed steering electrodes to obtain high spatial and
energy resolution. The study found the best-case single anode
FWHM energy resolution of 2.7±0.2% at 511 keY, and neighbor
summed FWHM energy resolution of approximately 4.64±0.35%
at 511 keY. Improved resolution is expected with properly
shielded front-end electronics. Measurements made using a
collimated beam established the efficacy of the steering electrodes
in facilitating full charge collection across anodes, as well as a
spatial resolution of 1 mm in the direction perpendicular to the
electrode planes. Finally, measurements based on coincidence
electronic collimation demonstrated a spatial resolution of 1 mm
transverse to the anodes - as expected from the 1 mm anode pitch.
These findings indicate that the CZT-based detector concept has
excellent performance and shows great promise for a high
resolution PET system.

I. INTRODUCTION

OUR team is developing ultra-high resolution PET systems
built out of Cadmium Zinc Telluride (CZT) detectors. This

paper investigates the performance of a I mm resolution 40
mm x 40 mm x 5 mm monolithic CZT crystal detector capable
of positioning the 3-D coordinates of individual 511 keY
photon interactions with I mm resolution. The detector is
patterned with a novel cross-strip electrode design that
includes steering electrodes.

The study characterized the energy, spatial and time
resolution perfonnances of a prototype detector-data
acquisition system intended for a 3-D high-resolution small
animal PET system. Measurements resulting from this study
provide the basis for determining the design specifications for
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the small animal PET systetTI' s data acqutsttlon, signal
processing, and image reconstruction components.

Topics presented in subsequent sections include the CZT
detector design, the experimental setups used, results and
analyses relating to the detector's single anode and neighbor
summed energy spectra and resolution, anode charge sharing
characteristics, spatial resolution in the direction orthogonal to
the electrode planes, as well as anode spatial resolution. The
paper ends with a discussion of current work on coincidence
time resolution characteristics and refmement, followed by the
concl usions.

II. CADMIUM ZINC TELLURIDE CRYSTAL AS A GAMMA RAY

DETECTOR

Fig 1 3-1) high-resolution small animal PET system under del'elopment.

Fig. I shows the 3-D high-resolution (I mm x I mm x 5
mm voxel size) small animal PET system for which the
detector studied is intended. The CZT crystal has properties
that make it attractive as a 5 11 keY photon detector material
for such a system. In particular, the '"edge-on" detector
arrangement offers greater than 99% inter-module packing
fraction, and 4 cm thick CZT that promotes greater than 86%
(730/0) detection efficiency for single (coincident) 511 keY
photons. A second advantage of CZT detectors is that their
intrinsic spatial resolution is defined by the electrode
geometry, and not limited by the ability to manufacture and
handle arrays of tiny crystals as is required to achieve high
resolution with scintillation crystal-based detectors.

Thirdly, the anode and cathode signal amplitudes together
with charge drift time allow' one to estimate the individual
(multiple) 3-D interaction coordinates of incoming photons in
a CZT detector. This allov~'s for accurate placement of lines of
response required for PET imaging [I]. Lastly, CZT detectors
offer excellent energy resolution (better than 3% FWHM) at
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511 keY [2] to help mitigate both tissue scatter- random and
multiple coincidence background.

There are however also a number of challenges in working
with CZT. One concern is the electrode contact robustness.
The detector's setniconductor-metal junction is formed
between CZT and gold electrodes deposited on the detector
surface. The gold electrodes are less than 1 J-lm thick. they can
therefore be easily scratched or damaged through handling and
repeated coupl ing to electrical contacts.

A second challenge is the lower atomic number of CZT
compared to scintillation materials such as LSO. The
corresponding lower photo-fraction of CZT means Compton
scattering interactions dominate. In fact simulations based on
the small animal imaging system predicts that a 511 keY
incoming photon would undergo on average ~2.3 interactions
before being absorbed in the system's CZT detectors.
Consequently the system must have the ability to acquire and
analyze multiple photon interaction events in order to maintain
photon sensitivity. Nevertheless such systemic demand is not
unique to CZT. In high-resolution PET systems that use very
small e.g. 1 mm< 1 mm x 1 mm LSO scintillation crystals for
instance, both experimental and simulation results have shown
that the probability of a photon scattering from one LSO
crystal into another some distance away is quite high [3]. In
this case. like with CZT, the LSO-based system would also
need to have the capability to acquire and analyze multiple
photon interaction events.

With Compton scattering dominating, a large number of
interactions will have energy deposition much less than 5 11
keY with corresponding signals of smaller amplitude. In tum.
this means data acquisition of CZT-produced signals will
suffer more from timing jitter and time walk, which degrades
the coincidence time resolution.

A final challenge in building a CZT-based PET system is
that if good spatial resolution is desired, the system would
require a large number of cathodes and anodes, and therefore a
large number of signal read-out channels. This can be a
challenge in terms of data acquisition bandwidth, interconnect
density and thermal management.

III. THE CZT DETECTOR DESIGN

(a) Cathode side (b) Anode side
Fig 2. Roth faces l~f the -/0 mm )< -/0 mm :x 5 mm cro.\S-strtp ('Z1

detector. The cathode strtps are 5. -/ mm It'lde on a 5.5 mm pilCh. the anode
stripS are O. / mm 1I'lde on a I mm pilCh.

Fig. 2 shows the CZT detector design. Each detector is a
monolithic CZT crystal slab of dimension 40 mm x 40 mm x 5
mm. Orthogonal gold anode and cathode strips that span the
entire width of the crystal are deposited on opposing 40 mm x

40 mm faces of the crystal slab. The cross-strip electrode
pattern was chosen to provide high spatial resolution for x-y
localization of photon interactions using fewer electronic
channels compared to square pixel designs (e.g. 2n versus n2

).

Seven cathodes span the one face of the CZT crystal (Fig. 2
a). The cathodes have a width of 5.4 rom and a pitch of 5.5
mm. Thirty eight anodes span the opposite face of the crystal
(Fig. 2 b), they have a width of 0.1 rom and a pitch of 1.0 rom.
The small width of the anodes produces a strong small pixel
effect [4] which mitigates the anode-signal deficit due to
trapped holes. The anodes are interspersed with steering
electrodes width 0.2 mm and the same pitch (Fig. 3).
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(a) Interspersed anodes (thin) and (b) The effect of steering electrodes on
steering electrodes (thick) electric field lines (adapted from [5])

Fig 3 ,\'teerinR electrodes.

When a slight negative bias is applied to the steering
electrodes relative to the anodes, the electric field lines near
the anode plane no longer terminate vertically, instead they
bend towards the anodes. When interactions occur along gaps
in between anode strips, the bent field lines repel drifting
charge away from the gaps, effectively funneling charge
carriers towards anodes for full charge collection.

(a) CZT detector resting on flex (b) Flex circuit wrapped around a detector
circuit with the cathode side up

FIg. -/ Pictures ol( '27' detector andflex circuit patterned with traces that
match the pilch l~lthe cross-strtp electrode pattern.

The flex circuit shown in Fig 4 (a) was custom designed to
provide electrical connection between the detectors and the
data acquisition system. Gold traces are deposited on a Kapton
substrate forming the flex circuit. The flex circuit is wrapped
around a detector as in Fig. 4 (b), so that its gold contacts
press against the electrodes to provide routing of detector
signals to preamplifier inputs via connectors situated on a
printed circuit board.
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D. Anode resolution experiment

4anCollimator

C..137
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,/

///

c.IIode Anode StIIertng__ Y 0 V electrode

·135 V

Fig 6 j:~'(perlfnental setup for measurmg resolution in the f)()J:P hy
steppmg the collimated beam in the directIOn indicated by arrow.

The collimator is mounted on a position control stage with x
y position control accuracy of 1 J..U11. For the charge sharing
study the beam was placed, in tum, at a discrete set of
positions each 166.6 ~lm apart across several anode pitches
and directed as shown in Fig. 5, that is, movement is transverse
to the orientation of the anode strips. The range of steering
electrode voltages used was -12.85 V, -25.53 V, -49 V, -98 V
and -136 V.

For the study on the resolution in the DOEP the nominal
steering bias was used, the beam was directed as shown in Fig.
6 and placed, in tum, at a discrete set of positions each I mm
apart across the thickness of the detector. The cathode to
anode ratio (C/A) defined as cathode signal amplitude divided
by the anode signal amplitude is then calculated for all events
acquired in each collimated beam position

1

RENA-3ASIC
hmNOVA

Pre-amplifiers

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETl'P AND METHODS

-500 V

A bias of -500 V was applied to the cathodes with respect to
the anodes, which are held at ground potential. The detector
anode and cathode outputs are connected to pull-up and pull
down resistors respectively and AC coupled to the
preamplifier inputs (Fig. 5). The steering electrodes were held
at -135 V with respect to the anodes. The RENA-3 (Readout
Electronics for Nuclear Applications developed by NOVA
R&D Inc.) chip \vas used for data acquisition. The RENA-3
chip was designed specifically to perform pre-amplification

and shaping of CZT detector output pulses (FB R = 200 MO,

FB C = 60 tF, shaping time = 4.46 /.-ts, Gain = 5), as well as to
provide a trigger. sample-hold, and fast time stamps.

The detector housing comprises a 4 mm thick aluminum
piece which presses against the cathode side of the detector.
To reduce photon scatter \vith the aluminum, a windo\v of
approximately I em x 1 em was drilled in the aluminum piece
so that the collimated beam entered the detector unaffected by
the aluminun1.

Source

10mm 4mm 5mm/ /
/ /,/

Cathode ,/ ,/ Steering
Anode electrode

Fig 5 ('olltmated Ir( '.\ 662 kef' photo!1 heam cOf?tiRliraflO!1 and detector
connectIOns to hlRh \'o!taRe hlas and readoll( /L\'/( 's,

A. Detector connections

B. Anode energy resolution experiment

A 250 /.-tm diameter isotropically radiating 22Na source was
placed 2 cm in front of the center of the detector's 4 cm A 0.5
cm face so that the photons enter the detector edge-on. The
detector's orientation was so that one end of all 38 anodes was
directly exposed to the source while only one edge of one
cathode was directly exposed.

C. Charge collection and depth ofinteraction experiments

For studies that characterize charge collection and detector
spatial resolution along the direction orthogonal to the
electrode planes (DOEP), a collimated 137CS gamma ray beam
was used. The collimator is in the form of a lead-shielded
tungsten rod of length 14.68 cm and diameter 2.54 em. Size of
the aperture along the axis of the collimator is gradually
decreased from 3 mm diameter at the source end to 0.2 mm at
the detector end.

(a) Coincidence detector setup.

(b) Detector mounting assembly
1'lg '7 FrofOf)pe assemhly and experimental setup comprising two "edge

on" ( '27 deteL'lor pairs, associated interconnects, and mechamcaljixtllre,\',

The setup of Fig. 7 was used for anode resolution
measurements. A I0 ~lCi, 250 ~m diameter 22Na isotropically
radiating source was used and placed between a pair of
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Cathode vs anode signal scatter plot

As this is a systematic effect and the distance between the
location of the interaction and the anode or cathode plane can
be accurately determined using the CIA ratio (as the study
results will show), calibration can be used to correct for the
tailing effect. In particular. a function was fitted to model the
correction factor needed for different values of CIA ratio
between 0.2 and 1.

circle. We first note that hole mobility is about 100 times
smaller than electron mobility in CZT. Secondly, we note that
these events have small cathode signals i.e. these are 511 keY
photoelectric events far from the cathodes and close to the
anodes. The consequence of these two facts is that when a
photon interaction occurs near the anode plane, the holes
remain in the vicinity of the site of the anodes longer than the
electronic peaking time. This prolonged presence of holes
creates a reverse-polarity induction on the anodes that reduces
the anode signal, and hence the tailing.

Anode
projection700·
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Fig 9 ('athode-anode signal scatter plot. The red circled region
Jllghlights the e"ents that contribute to loll' energy tailmg (~r the photopeak
due to hole trappmg The right mset spectrum corresponds to the result (d
collapsing all cathode Signals onlo the anode axis.

700

800

V. RESULTS

A. Single anode energy resolution

For a single anode near the center of the detector, the energy
spectrum of Fig. 8 was obtained. The FWHM energy
resolution of the 511 keY photopeak is 4.09±0.14%. Tailing is
visible on the low energy side of the photopeak, this is due to
events occurring near the anode.

Raw anode energy spectrum 22Na source

detectors so that the photons enter the detectors edge on - as
would be the case when the detectors are assembled for the
small animal PET system, where the photons would travel
radially through at least 4 cm of CZT material. The source was
moved along the center line between the detectors at 167 J...lm
steps using a precision linear translation table.

For each source position, note was taken of the number of
coincidence events collected on each pair of anodes that
directly faced each other across the space between the
detectors. To avoid dealing with positioning ambiguities that
arise when multiple anodes and cathodes are triggered in a
single detector, only events that triggered exactly one anode
and one cathode in each detector were considered. Average
thresholds were 63 keY and 57 keY for the anodes and
cathodes, respectively.

For the given geometry and source activity, the average time
interval between consecutive photon interactions in each
detector is in the order ofhundreds ofmicroseconds, hence the
random coincidence rate was sufficiently low to allow the
RENA-3's acquisition window of 7.2 I-lS to be used as the
coincidence time window.

600

500

FWHM energy resolution
at 511 keV = 4.09+-0.14% Anode energy spectrum corrected for 001 effects. 22Na source

800

FWHM energy resolution
at 511 keV = 3.90+-0.190,4
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8

300

The energy spectrum of Fig. 8 as it appears after tailing
correction is shown in Fig. 10. The two spectra are based on
an identical set of events but the energy resolution at 511 keV
in Fig. lOis 3.90±0.19%. The fact that we observe no
significant difference between FWHM energy resolution in
Fig. 8 and 10 suggests that the anodes produce a good small

00 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Energy (keV)

Fig 10 ,';mgle anode enerR}' .\pectrum correctedfiJr position-dependent
effects along the f)OEP. The 12 75 kel r photopeak was suppressed due to
AJ)(' saturat/on. Error bar on FWHM energy resolutuJn ralue corresponds
to the \,allie's standard de\'tatlOn based on Uaussian fits applied to 5
separate anode spectra.

100

200

.i:2
~ 400
()

300

00 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000
Energy (keV)

Fig H Rau' energy .\pectrum qfsmgle anode near the detector center. The
1275 kelo photopeak was suppressed dUI! to Aj)(' saturatIOn. Frror har on
FWHAI energy resolutIOn \'alue correspond'i to the "alllt"s standard
de\'LQtlOn hased on (;aussLQntits applied to 5 \'eparate anode spel'lra.

To understand the cause of tailing and the subsequent
correction please refer to the scatter diagram of Fig. 9, where
each event is plotted according to its induced cathode
(horizontal axis) and anode (vertical axis) signals. If a
histogram is plotted along the anode axis of the number of
events falling in each anode interval. then \ve recover the
familiar energy spectnlln as ShO\\l1 by Fig. 9's inset

The photopeak and Compton edge are clearly recognizable
from the distribution of events in Fig. 9. The photopeak tailing
seen in Fig. 8 is attributable to events highlighted by the red
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Fig, 13 Summed anode energy spectrum corrected for position-dependent
effects along the DOEP. The 1275 keY photopeak was suppressed due to
ADC saturation, The error bar corresponds to the 95% confidence interval.

C. Charge collection

1500

FWHM energy resolution
at 511 keY =2.7+-0.2%

B. lvlultiple interaction anode energy resolution

In previous studies and using a different data acquisition
system, energy resolution of2.7±O.2% has been obtained (Fig.
11).

Fig 11 ReSI -'-'Na single anode energy speclrum measured lhe 1;]':5 kel'
photopeak H'as suppres,ed

pixel effect, that is, the small width of the anode strips have a
weighting potential distribution that causes the anodes to be
sensitive to only charges nearby, so that effects of trapped
holes (low energy tailing) beyond the immediate vicinity of the
anodes are minor.

Raw summed anode energy spectrum: 22Na source
800

Fig 1-1 Anode charge collection beha\'lorfiJr d(fjerem steerll1g electrode
blases.

00 • 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 -OOO~1000- -
Energy (keV)

Fig 12 Rwl' nelghhor-summed anode energy ,'pectrum (!tslgnals summed
orer three nelghhorll1g anodes, lhe 1:: 75 ke I'photopeak was suppressed due
to A/X' mllirallon The error har correspond, 10 the 1)5% confidence
Interral.

As pointed out in section IC the dominance of Compton
interactions in CZT for incoming 5 lIkeV photons means the
system must acquire both 511 keY photoelectric events as well
as multiple photon interaction events. In particular, in
determining whether a group of interactions are attributable to
a single incoming 511 keV photon, one would verify whether
the sum of the energy from individual interactions falls within
a window of 5 likeV. This requires the detector to have good
neighbor-summed energy resolution. therefore the energy
spectrum of signal summed over three neighboring anodes was
observed (Fig. 12). The corresponding spectrum after
correction for tailing is shown in Fig. 13, where the FWHM
energy resolution at 511 keY is 4.64±0.35%.

700

600

500
<Jl

~ 400
()

300

200

100

FWHM energy resolution
at 511 keY =5 42+-0 96~()

Fig. 14 shows the charge collection behavior as a function of
both i) collimated beam position transverse to the anode strip
orientation and ii) steering electrode bias voltage (each colored
line corresponds to a unique bias value). The vertical axis is
the count of events whose energy deposition fell within a
window around 511 keY e.g. if a photon interaction event
occurred such that charge is collected by two neighboring
anodes and the signals on the two anodes sum to 511 keV, then
we increment the event count by 1 for that beam position, that
is, we have full charge collection for that event.

D. Resolution along the DOE?

Using the experimental setup and protocol described in
section IV C, the distribution of CIA values for each
collimated beam position is shown in Fig. 15. Black points
represent individual CIA ratio data points while red circles
denote the mean.

Fig. 16 exhibits the same data in a 3-D plot, where Gaussian
curves were fitted to the spread of the CIA ratio values at each
position. Finally Fig. 17 is a projection view of Fig. 16 as
observed looking along the direction of the beam position axis.
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Anode resolution
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VI. DISCUSSION

C'A ratio as a function of interaction pOSItIOn along the DOEP
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photon interactIOn along (he jX)FV

Fig /(i 3-j) plot of (' A ratIO spread as afimctlOn o!po,\tllOn (~!photon

interactIOn along the 1)( )FV

A. Anode energy resolution

After correction for position-dependent effects along the
DOEP (tailing) Fig. 10 and Fig. 13 showed energy resolutions
of better than 4% and 50/0 respectively for single anode and
neighbor-summed spectra. The slight degradation of resolution
in the neighbor-summed case is expected since the noise
contribution from each individual channel adds in quadrature.

It is expected these values can be improved upon since they
were calculated using measurements made with a prototype
system that remains to be optimized for low electronic noise
(e.g. long connection wires, ground loops, capacitive pick up
in cables, PCB layout issues). As shown in section V A, better
energy resolution can be achieved with improved data
acquisition electronics. Nevertheless, current results suffice in
demonstrating that CZT is capable of providing the required
energy resol ution for a narrow energy window.

B. Charge sharing

Fig. 14 shows that as the steering bias is increased, the
steering electrodes become increasingly effective at repelling
electrons towards the anodes. This in tum increases the
number of photon interactions between anode strips where
charge collection is complete. We further note that beyond
about -100 V bias on the steering electrodes, full charge
collection on essentially all incoming photons is achieved.

Consequently, it is clear that steering electrodes effectively
increases the population of events useable towards image
reconstruction, thus the result indicates that the system can
achieve the expected intrinsic spatial resolution and selectivity.

C. Depth ofinteraction resolution

Two important observations can be made from Fig. 15, Fig.
16 and Fig. 17. Firstly, it is clear that the variation in the mean
of the CIA ratio is highly linear with position of photon
interaction along the DOEP. This suggests a simple model for
inferring the position of a photon interaction along the DOEP
based on an interaction's CIA ratio. Secondly, we see fr01l1 the
fitted Gaussian curves that the spread of the CIA ratio in each
position is actually sufficiently tight to allow positions I mm
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E. Anode spatial resolution

The coincident event count response obtained from pairs of
anodes opposite each other is as shown in Fig. 18. The
horizontal axis shows the source position (refer to Fig. 7), and
the vertical axis is the number of coincident event detected on
each opposing anode pair (represented by different color lines)
for a given source position.
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(b)
Fig 19 ('oincidence time resolution from function generator pulses with

equivalent pulse height expected jor (aj 511 keV photon event and (bj 250
ke V energy depositIOn.

Since the delay due to charge drift is a systematic effect, it
can be corrected if the CIA ratio of an interaction is known.
The challenge however is that multiple photon interaction
events (dominant in CZT) introduce positioning ambiguity in a
cross-strip electrode design. The positioning ambiguity in tum
bars one from knowing which anode and cathode to use for
calculating the CIA ratios for an event.

Future effort will focus on resolving the positioning
ambiguity of multiple photon interaction events using a
maximum a priori algorithm, so that the most probable sites of
interaction can be identified for calculation of CIA ratio for
time extraction.

VII. CONCLUSION

CZT has numerous properties that make it attractive as a
photon detector in PET applications. This work focused on
assessing the detector performance for a prototype two-pair
detector system comprising two 40 mm x 40 mm x 5 mm
monolithic CZT crystal detectors. The system FWHM single
and neighbor-summed anode energy resolution at 511 keV
were measured to be 3.90±0.19% and 4.64±0.35%
respectively, while a best case single anode energy resolution
of 2. 7±0.2% was also observed. The study also established the
efficacy of steering electrodes, in particular, full charge
collection among anodes is achieved beyond a -100 V steering
bias voltage. In terms of spatial resolution, 1 mm resolution in
the direction orthogonal to the electrode planes was verified to
be readily achievable, while an anode resolution of I mm was

500
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Cathode FWHM coincidence time
resolution at 250 keY = -56 ns

Cathode FWHM coincidence time
resolution at 511 keY =-15 ns
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apart to be resolved. This tells us that we can achieve at least I
mm resolution in the direction perpendicular to the anode and
cathode planes, so the desired voxel size of 1 mm x I mm x 5
mm for the high resolution small animal PET system can be
achieved.

D. Anode resolution

Fig. 18 shows that a clear margin exists between the 50
%-of-peak level and the level at which the curves intersect.
The anodes are therefore well resolved as the source is stepped
across the detector face, confirming that the 1 mm anode pitch
is giving an equal spatial resolution.

E. Future work

Future work will comprise the following main components:
1. Reduction of electronic noise in the data acquisition

system to improve both energy and coincidence time
resolution.

2. Operation at higher bias, up to 1500 V, to reduce
charge drift times and improve time resolution.

3. Algorithms to achieve sub-electrode pitch spatial
resolution.

4. Algorithms to achieve better than IOns coincidence
time resolution.

A number of challenges have been identified concerning the
fmal point above. Consider the time difference spectrum of
Fig. 19 (a) obtained by stimulating the data acquisition
circuitry with 511 keV equivalent pulses generated by a
function generator. The prototype system yielded a FWHM
coincidence time resolution of approximately 15 ns. Given that
Compton interactions dominate in CZT, a time spectrum was
generated for 250 keY equivalent pulses also (Fig. 19 (b)).
Note how the FWHM time resolution is now degraded to
approximately 56 ns even as nothing else was changed. This is
due to the RENA-3 's fixed-level titne trigger's increased
susceptibility to time jitter when the rising edge of signals has
gentler slopes. This places a fundamental limit on the
achievable time resolution for a given noise level.

This is a problem, since while the cathodes' sensitivity to
photon interactions throughout the detector thickness would
imply that cathode signals should be used to extract time of
interaction, the majority of cathode signals however has very
low amplitude - due to either photon interactions being near
the anode plane or the energy of interaction is small e.g. due to
Compton interaction. As a result cathode signals may not be a
suitable source for time stamp extraction.

The amplitude of anode signals on the other hand is not
dependent on the position of photon interaction along the
DOEP, making them a better candidate for time extraction.
However, due to the small-pixel effect of the anodes, the delay
between the true time 0 f a photon interaction and the time
when an appreciable signal is manifested at the preamplifier
input is variable with a photon interaction's position along the
DOEP. This is because a finite amount of time is needed for
electrons to drift to the anodes.
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observed using electronic collimation. Overall, the system
level metrics show that this detector is capable of providing
excellent performance and shows great promise for
development into a full PET imaging system.
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